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Abstract: generative adversial networks are a neural-network based generative models, predominantly used for generating data-samples close to the data distribution they have been trained on. A model for generating realistic blood cell images based on cycle-consistent generative adversial networks is developed along with their corresponding segmentation masks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hematology is a branch of medicine related to study of to study blood and its related diseases and causing factors. Digital imaging is extensively used most of the tasks involving computational hematology. Most such tasks require segmenting regions of blood cells from the blood-cell images. Building such a model using machine learning techniques requires richly annotated datasets. However annotating segmentation masks for blood-cell datasets is a tedious time-consuming task. Apart from that collecting a such a large dataset is not so viable due to the limited availability of images in that domain. This provokes for data-augmentation methods in this task. Most data-augmentation tasks involve either distorting the given set of images using geometric transformations such as affine transformations or rotating, scaling etc. Or adding additional noise to the images. Such methods for data-augmentation often produce low-quality datasets for training large machine learning models, since most deep-learning based models are often robust to such transformations in data. Using generative-adversial networks for data-augmentation became one of the most important techniques in a machine-learning practitioner’s toolkit. Salome Kazemminia, Christoph Baurb, Arjan Kuijper , Bram van Ginneken Nassir Navah, Shadi Albarqouni , Anirban Mukhopadhyay provide a comprehensive survey of various generative adversial network models used for augmenting medical datasets[1].

Andrew Beers James Brown Ken Chang J. Peter Campbel , Susan Ostmo, Michael F. Chiang , Jayashree Kalpathy-Cramer demonstrate a method to generate high-resolution brain-tumor images using progressively growing generative adversial networks. Each network in this model upscales the resolution of the previously generated image from the previous network model [2]. Oleksandr Bailo, DongShik Ham, and Young Min Shin Noul Inc demonstrate a method to generate near-realistic red-blood-cell images using conditional-generative adversial networks[pix2pix] and evaluate the augmented dataset based on various segmentation networks [3].

II. GENERATIVE ADVERSIAL NETWORKS

Generative adversial networks are neural network based generative models, a basic generative adversial network consists of two neural networks which are jointly trained to minimize their minimax loss. The generator network denoted by ‘G’ generates images taking a random noise as input, the discriminator ‘D’ measures the discrepancy between the generated image sample and actual data sample present in the dataset. Both the generator and discriminator are jointly trained to minimize their minimax loss, so that they converge to produce a generator which generates data-samples almost identical to the actual data, the discriminator can correctly classify the actual data samples from the fake ones. The theory behind the convergence of generative adversial networks is inspired by two-player zero sum games in game theory. [4]

III. CYCLE CONSISTENT GENERATIVE ADVERSIAL NETWORKS

Cycle-consistent generative adversial network are predominantly used in image-image translation problems, cycle consistency-loss can be considered as a crude measure of image-image analogies. Here two different generative adversial network model’s ‘G’ and ‘F’ are jointly trained to map the image from set X to set Y and back keeping an
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intermediate class in between, the image obtained by converting the given image back to the original set and the discrepancy between both the obtained image and the original one used in mapping is measured by “cycle-consistency loss” which is minimized along with the GAN loss function. As illustrated in the diagram. Thus the total objective function becomes:

\[ \text{LGAN} (G,D_y, X,Y) + \text{LGAN}(F,D_x,Y,X) + \lambda \text{L_cyc} (G,F) \]

where \( D_x, D_y \) are discriminator networks and \( \lambda \) is regularizing term for the cycle-consistency loss ,\( G,F \) are the two generator networks for mapping between classes.

IV. IMPLEMENTAION

all the model-building and training is done in python using pytorch module, all the images are resized to 256x256 size, the dataset is obtained from jiangxi tecom science corporation which consists of 300 white blood cell images each of 120x120 pixels and color depth of 24 bits. Due to enlargement of size the actual image appears to be blurry compared to the original one which can be avoided by rescaling the images obtained at the end. The generator networks are 9 layered residual networks [5] while the discriminators are inspired patchGAN classifier. Due to computational constraints the model is trained for 100 epochs on the dataset with a learning rate of 0.0002.

V. RESULTS

The following images are obtained by running the model on the provided segmentation masks, the mask images can be easily generated using any simple paint-program.
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VI. CONCLUSION

Implemented the generative adversarial networks successfully to generate realistic blood cell images based on cycle-consistent generative adversarial networks along with their corresponding segmentation masks.
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